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Aligment metrics

 

Reads: 80,198,098

Total number of produced reads passing Illumina's filter

Mean read length: 99.466909

The mean read length of the set of reads examined. When looking at the

data for a single lane with equal length reads this number is just the read

length. When looking at data for merged lanes with differing read lengths

this is the mean read length of all reads.

Aligned bases: 7,956,547,470

The total number of aligned bases, in all mapped PF reads, that are aligned

to the reference sequence.

HQ aligned bases: 7,803,200,706

The number of bases aligned to the reference sequence in reads that were

mapped at mapping quality of Q20.

HQ aligned bases (Q20): 7,621,065,428

The subset of HQ aligned bases where the base call quality was Q20 or

higher.

Reads aligned in pairs: 80,054,278

The number of aligned reads whose mate pair was also aligned to the

reference.

Strand balance: 0.499994

The number of PF reads aligned to the positive strand of the genome

divided by the number of PF reads aligned to the genome.

HQ error rate: 0.002209

The percentage of bases that mismatch the reference in PF HQ aligned

reads.

Percent duplication: 0.06869

 

Unmapped reads: 0

 

On bait bases: 3,993,686,520

The number of PF aligned bases that mapped to a baited region of the

genome.

Usable bases on bait: 0.548502

The number of aligned, de-duped, on-bait bases out of the PF bases

available.

Mean bait coverage: 79.179412

The mean coverage of all baits in the experiment.

Fold enrichment: 33.755746

The fold by which the baited region has been amplified above genomic

background.

Target bases 2x: 0.993839

The percentage of ALL target bases acheiving 2X or greater coverage.

Target bases 10x: 0.983998

The percentage of ALL target bases acheiving 10X or greater coverage.

Target bases 20x: 0.952918

The percentage of ALL target bases acheiving 20X or greater coverage.

Target bases 30x: 0.891007

The percentage of ALL target bases acheiving 30X or greater coverage.

Insert size metrics

 

Median insert size: 243

Median absolute deviation: 64

 

Insert Size Histogram for All_Reads in file final_realigned_recalibrated.bam

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proportion of targeted bases covered at minumum threshold depth


